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Abstract

The performance of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) content distribution networksdepends highly on the coordination of the
peers. Sophisticated cooperation strategies, such as the multiple source download, are the foundation for efficient
file exchange. The detailed performance of the strategies are determinedby the actual peer characteristics and the
peer behavior, such as the number of parallel upload connections, theselfishness, or the altruistic re-distribution
of data.

The purpose of this work is to evaluate and investigate different cooperation strategies for multiple source
download and select the best one for a scenario for even leeching peers, i.e. peers which depart as soon as
they have finished their download. The question arises whether the cooperation strategy can smoothen the overall
performance degradation caused by a selfish peer behavior. As performance indicator the evolution of the numbers
of copies of a chunk and the experienced download times of files is applied. The considered scenarios comprise
best-case (altruistic peers) and worst-case scenarios (selfish peers). We further propose a new cooperation strategy
to improve the file transfer even when mainly selfish peers are present, theCygPriM (cyclic priority masking)
strategy. The strategy allows an efficient P2P based content distribution using ordered chunk delivery with only
local information available at a peer.

1 Introduction

The mechanisms of P2P content distribution networks can be distinguished in two major categories:resource
mediationmechanisms, which are functions for searching and locating resources and resource access control
mechanisms, i.e. function for exchanging files or parts of it.

Theresource access controlis typically implemented using acooperation strategyamong the peers. An efficient
and robust way of cooperative content delivery is themultiple source download (MSD), which means that the
recipient peer orders and downloads the desired data from many providing peers instead from a single one. The
efficiency of MSD was demonstrated by the success of the P2P files sharing platforms eDonkey and BitTorrent
and was scientifically reseached for example in [1, 2].

The coordination of peers in a P2P file sharing network is no simple task. An inappropriate coordination of
the peers may decrease the performance of the strategy, i.e. it may increase the overall download time of a file.
A particular problem in P2P file sharing networks is the so-called ”last chunk” or ”starving chunk” problem [3].
Here, a single chunk of a file may not spread in the file sharing network as the other chunks do. Hence, a shortage
of providers for this chunk may arise. As a result, the remaining providing peers may be overloaded and the overall
file exchange is delayed.

There are many attempts to overcome this problem like the least-shared-first chunk selection of BitTorrent [4]
or Avalanche network coding [5]. In this paper we propose a new cooperation strategy, which has an efficient



chunk diffusion behavior and unlike other strategies it is based only on existing local information available at the
peer.

In order to compare the different approaches of today’s P2P contentdistribution platforms, we propose a unified
system model. We focus on the cooperation strategies and therefore do not address features like grouping of peers
or incentive mechanisms. We use the evolution of the number of copies of a chunk and the experienced download
times of files as a measure of the performance of the distribution strategy, because it reflects the key performance
characteristic from the user’s point of view.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the problem in detail.Other approaches to fight the ”last
chunk” problem are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the threechunk distribution strategies considered in
this work. Section 5 outlines the proposed system model, its parameters, and the considered distribution scenarios.
Section 6 compares the performance of the considered cooperation strategies. Finally, Section 7 concludes this
work and gives a brief outlook on future work.

2 Problem Formulation

P2P content distribution mechanisms which apply MSD split files into chunks andblocks which are subparts of
chunks. For the eDonkey application for example, the chunk size is typically9.5 MB and the block size is 180 kB.
A downloading peer requests blocks from serving peers, i.e. sourcesof that file, and might download from these
sources in parallel. As soon as a peer has downloaded a complete chunk,it becomes a source for the file, i.e. it
can redistribute the already received chunks. As a result, MSD does not rely on a single source and can therefore
avoid bottlenecks and overcome churn. From user perspective a MSD mechanism can be evaluated in terms of
the time needed to download a file and from global point of view in terms of availability, i.e. the number of peers
sharing a certain chunk.

The coordination of the peers to enable the MSD is realized by thecooperation strategy. Its task is to decide
a) which peers requesting for blocks are served by an uploading peer using a priority function andb) which is the
next chunk to download by a downloading peer, the so-called chunk selection strategy. H

peer behaviour:
�file request pattern
�churn behaviour
�willingness to participate in the network (altruistic

peers, selfish peers, leechers)

cooperation strategy:
�priority function (FCFS, FCFS with priority masking)
�chunk selection strategy (random, least-shared-first, 

ordered delivery)

peer characteristics:
�bandwidth
�outbound/inbound degree

performance:
�availability 
�download time

Figure 1. Influence factors on performance

The performance of the P2P file-sharing application is determined by the implementation of this cooperation
strategy, thepeer characteristics, i.e. the available capacity resources for exchanging files (upload and download
bandwidth, maximum number of inbound and outbound connections), and theuser behaviour. The latter one
includes the file request pattern, the churn behaviour, and the willingnessto participate in the network, i.e. selfish
or altruistic peers. As an extreme case of selfish peers we considerleecherswhich immediately leave the system
after finishing the download of a file. In such a case, the leaving users reduce the availability of chunks. As a



result, in the worst-case a specific chunk may get rarely in the system. Figure 2 depicts such a behavior. It shows
the spreading of chunks over time in a leeching scenario. Most of the chunks are spreading throughout the system,
cf. label ’popular chunks’ in Figure 2. One of the chunks denoted as ’starving chunk’ will not spread due to the
leeching behaviour of peers, as the downloading peer disappears from the system as soon as it has downloaded
this chunk. The only remaining sources of this chunk are the initial seeds. As a result, unfinished peers which seek
the final, last chunk have to wait until they receive the chunk from one ofthe initial sources. This leads to large
download times. This problem is called in this paper thelast chunk problem.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the last chunk problem (least-sha red-first strategy with four upload connec-
tions in the leeching scenario)

The question arises whether a cooperation strategy can leverage the selfish behaviour of the peers and avoids
the last chunk problem. Within this work, different cooperation strategies are evaluated with respect to the last
chunk problem by their download performance and their spreading behaviour of the chunks.

3 Related Work

One of the possibilities to overcome the last chunk problem are incentive mechanisms which are based on
altruistic behaviour of peers. Examples are credit point systems as used ineDonkey or tit-for-tat strategies like in
BitTorrent. However, in this work we try a different approach by changing the cooperation strategy in such a way
that all chunks of a file are more or less homogeneously distributed to challenge the last chunk problem and to
maximimize availability and download speed.

Only few scientific works investigate the impact of different cooperation strategies to deal with the problem
formulated above. Massoulie and Vojnovic [6] propose a coupon replication system and consider scenarios com-
parable to the ones presented here, cf. Section 5.2. However, churn isnot taken into account. Their result suggests
that the performance of file-swarming systems does not depend critically onthe user behaviour or on the coopera-
tion strategy.



In [7], the authors focus on a random and a rarest-first chunk selection strategy. However, the authors do not
investigate the churn behaviour of peers and different numbers of simultaneously served peers.

In previous works, we studied mobile P2P file-sharing networks based onan eDonkey and proposed an en-
hanced architecture concept [8] leading to a higher performance [9].In [10], the size of the chunks and blocks
was optimized for a mobile environment to minimize the required download times. In thiswork we use the mobile
P2P file-sharing scenario and its parameter, cf. Section 5.2, as a case study to see how the cooperation strategy
can further improve the performance. The mobile P2P file-sharing scenario is of particular interest to investigate
the robustness of a system, due to the increased churn behaviour of peers and the poor connectivity of the peers
which may increase the selfishness of peers.

4 Cooperation Strategies

The cooperation strategy describes the selection of the next peer being served as well as the choice which chunk
should be transfered, i.e. the priority function and the chunk selection strategy. Both decisions have direct impact
onto the last chunk problem. Therefore three possible strategies are described and their influence on the chunk
dissemination is discussed: the eDonkey-like random chunk strategy, the BitTorrent-like least-shared-first strategy,
and the proposedcyclic priority masking (CygPriM)strategy. Figure 3 shows the first two steps of the distribution
process of a file for the three different cooperation strategies.
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Figure 3. Exchange of chunks for different cooperation stra tegies



It shows three initial sources(S1, S2, S3) which share all chunks of a file. In the example the file consists of
two chunks. Furthermore there are ten leeching peers(P0, · · · , P9) who want to download the file. The first step
of the download process is equal for all strategies: peer P0 downloadschunk 1 from S1, peer P1 chunk 2 from S2,
and peer P9 chunk 1 from S3. After the first round of transferring chunks, the dissemination behaves different for
each strategy. The different strategies will be explained the following.

4.1 Random Chunk Strategy

Applying the random chunk strategy, like the one used by eDonkey, a downloading peer issues a request to
a sharing peer. The sharing peer queues this request in a first-come-first-serve (FCFS) manner. As soon as the
downloading peer is served, it chooses a random chunk which it has not downloaded yet. In the example of
Figure 3 (case ’random’) peer P0 selects its missing part and departuresafter downloading from the network. In
addition, peer P2 and peer P4 choose chunk 1 randomly and independently and download it from S1 and S3,
respectively.

The random chunk strategyrelies on the random selection of required chunks. The randomization avoids that
all downloading peers select the same chunk. Thus, the simultaneously downloading peers get different chunks
and can therefore exchange these different chunks in the further distribution process. This fosters the cooperation
among peers.

As will be shown in Section 6.2.1 this strategy performs well as long as peers are altruistic, i.e. as long as peers
are willing to share after they have completed their download. However, if most of the peers show a leeching
behaviour, the random selection can not guarantee an even distribution of the chunks. This leads to the situation
of one chunk being less shared than the others and the last chunk problem occurs.

4.2 Least-Shared-First Strategy

The least-shared-first strategy also uses the same priority function like therandom chunk strategy, i.e. requests
are served in a first-come-first-serve manner. However, the chunk selection differs. Peers choose as next chunk
to be downloaded the one which isleast-sharedin the P2P network. This means that this chunk has the smallest
number of sharing peers, compared to the number of possible sources for other chunks. If there are several chunks
fulfilling the least-shared criteria one of these is chosen randomly. In order to know the least-shared chunk, it is
necessary that every peer is aware of the numbers of peers sharing aspecific chunk. Figure 3 (case ’least-shared-
first’) shows the selection for the given example. Peers choose the least-shared chunk not yet being downloaded
at the moment of the download.

A peer using this strategy selects the required chunk which has the lowest number of providing peers. This
mechanism results typically in a evenly spread number of sharing peers forall chunks of the file. However, there
are cases in which this is not true. As it will be shown in Section 6 this strategy isvery efficient as long as the
chosen chunk is the least-shared one at the end of the download of this chunk. However, the decision which
chunk is the currently least-shared one is done at the beginning of the download. Thus, another chunk can get the
least-shared one which undermines the homogoneous chunk dissemination.

4.3 CygPriM Strategy

A sharing peer should take care of the homogoneous chunk dissemination inthe network to avoid the last chunk
problem. If there is only local information available, the sharing peer shoulddeliver chunks in an ordered way.

The basic idea is to distribute the file in upload rounds. In each upload roundthe mechanisms tries to distribute
a sequence of all chunks to requesting peers, as long as requests forthese chunks are available. If no request
is available for one of the chunks in the sequence, this chunk is skipped and the next chunk of the sequence is



chosen to be distributed. After the complete sequence is processed, a newupload round starts. In order to prevent
the downloading peer from selecting any other chunk, we propose the following chunk selection strategy: The
uploading peer offers only this one chunk. If a peer accepts this offer, or no peer wants the chunk, then the next
chunk from the cycle is chosen. We call this strategyCygPriM (case ’CygPriM’ in Figure 3) which stands for
cyclic priority masking. In Figure 3 the example shows, that all seeds sharethe opposite chunk in the second
transfer phase, as they did in the first. Thus in the second phase there is no data transfer to peer P0. This is because
peer P0 has been masked and the next peer wanting to download part oneis served instead. As it will be shown
in Section 6.2.3 this strategy is only a little bit slower than the least-shared-first strategy. But it neither needs
additional signaling traffic nor has the last chunk problem.

5 Simulation Description

5.1 System and Queueing Model

In this section the system model is introduced. We assume a hybrid P2P file sharing architecture. That means,
the resource mediation is offered by a central entity and the resource access control is distributed among the peers.

In our model we assume that a peer, which is interested in a file, requests allavailable sources at an index server.
Therefore each peer knows all sources, which are connected to the network at the moment of the request. New
sources will be discovered by a periodical source request messagesof a downloading peer, which are sent every
ten minutes. However, the signaling traffic is neglected in the system model, i.e., ithas no impact on the available
resources and requires no transmission time.

The resource access control in the model is represented by the queueing model, which is assumed to be equal
for all the peers in the network. In order to share a file it is divided into chunks. In [10] it was shown, that further
transmission fragmentation of chunks into blocks is not necessary and caneven worsen the download time. Thus
the model assumes that peers try to transfer complete chunks. Nevertheless chunk fragmentation is possible due
to a connection loss between two peers caused by the churn behaviour. In this case the received data is stored and
the chunk will be finalized without any retransmission of already receiveddata.

The model assumes that every time a peer receives a new source, it sends a download request containing an
identifier for all required chunks. If the peer addressed by the request has none of the required chunks, the request
is neglected. Otherwise the serving peer queues the request in the waiting queueQW . This queue is ordered to
some priority function, as described in Section 4. We assume all peers to usethe same priority function. Requests
in QW are served by a set of at mostQA upload slots . Requesting peers being served in parallel share the
uploading bandwidth of the providing peer. The limitation toQA upload slots guarantees a minimum amount
of bandwidth per P2P connection, which is at least1

QA
of the providing peers upload bandwidth. However, if a

downloading peer is not able handle the offered bandwidth due to restrictions of his own download bandwidth, the
surplus is equally divided among the other peer connections. After a download is completed, the providing peer
verifies if there are any other chunks requested, which he actually shares. In this case the request is re-queued.
Otherwise the request is discarded.

5.2 Scenario Description

The performance of the cooperation strategies is evaluated for different scenarios considering the user behavior
and the peer characteristics. In all scenarios we assume churn. The duration of an ON period and an OFF period
is exponentially distributed with a mean of 1 hour, respectively.

The selfishness of peers is investigated in a worst-case scenario, theleeching scenario, and a best-case scenario,
thediffusion scenario. In the diffusion scenario all peers finishing the file transfer will serve as uploading peers
during the rest of the simulation. From the diffusion scenario it can be concluded, whether a strategy uses the



available resources efficiently or not. Against this, a peer finishing the download will departure from the net
shortly after in the second scenario, which is called theleeching scenario.The leeching scenario will demonstrate
if a strategy can deal with uncooperative peer behavior.

Another influence factor on the system performance is the peer characteristic. In all scenarios peers are assumed
to have the same bandwidth characteristics. We consider the mobile P2P file-sharing scenario, as motivated in
Section 3, cf. [9, 10]. The peers have GPRS access with an upload bandwidth of 12 kbps and a download
bandwidth of 48 kbps. The maximum number of outbound connections, i.e. parallel uploads of a peers, might
strongly impact the system and is varied between one and four connections.

For the numerical evaluation we simulated ten runs for each scenario and each cooperation strategy. The
considered network consists of 1000 peers. These peers are interested in one file which is provided by three initial
seeds. The file has a size of 8 MB and consists of 17 chunks with a maximal chunk size of 480 kB. One of the
peers which yet has not downloaded the file starts requesting chunks ofthe file. The time between two consecutive
file requests follows an exponential distribution with a mean of 80 seconds. The simulation stops after all peers
have successfully downloaded the file.

6 Numerical Results

Next we investigate the cooperation strategies in a diffusion and in a leechingscenario.

6.1 Performance in the Diffusion Scenario

The system performance in the diffusion scenario is expected to be rathergood for all cooperation strategies,
since all peers stay in the network and offer their chunks to be downloaded. Thus, the number of available sources
should grow rapidly and provide short download times.
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Figure 4. CCDFs of the download time using one upload connect ion in diffusion scenario

In Figure 4, the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the required time for downloading
the file is given using a single upload connection. The least-shared-firststrategy and the random chunk strategy



show a slightly better performance than the CygPriM strategy. However, thedifferences are marginal. The 95%
confidence intervals are also given in Figure 4 and are small enough. For the sake of clarity, we and will no longer
plot confidence intervals in the following figures.

Figure 5 shows the CCDF of the download time with at most four parallel uploadconnections. In this case,
the achieved performance of the random chunk strategy is slightly worse.However, as expected the download
times show the same behaviour and lie in the same order of magnitude. As a first result, it can be stated that in
the diffusion scenario the cooperation strategy and the peer characteristics in terms of outbound degree have no
significant impact on the download time. An explanation for this phenomenon is that the peers exhibit an altruistic
behaviour and are willing to contribute to the content distribution network.
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Figure 5. CCDFs of the download time using four upload connec tions in diffusion scenario

6.2 Performance in the Leeching Scenario

The last chunk problem is assumed to be mainly caused by the selfish behaviour of peers. We therefore continue
to investigate the impact of the peer behaviour to analyze the last chunk problem. In the leeching scenario, a peer
leaves the system immediately after having downloaded the complete file. In this context, the cooperation strategy
is expected to heavily affect the chunk dissemeniation. Thus, we examine theevolution of the number of peers
sharing a chunk for the different cooperation strategies in detail.

6.2.1 Random Chunk Strategy

The first strategy analyzed closely is the random selection strategy, whichis used in the eDonkey system. Figure 6
depicts the number of peers sharing a chunk at a specific time using at most one uplink connection. Every chunk
of the file is represented by one line in Figure 6. It is evident that the numberof peers sharing a chunk does not
rise equally. Every chunk that reaches a high popularity, has a massiveincrease of sharing peers at the beginning
of its distribution. After the first peer downloads a chunk, it shares this chunk to the community. The other peers
can now discover this new source and may enqueue themselves in the waiting list of the new source. A peer that



downloads from this new source can not select which chunk it wants to download. It has to download this only
available chunk. Thus, this chunk will be more often downloaded than the other ones.
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Figure 6. Number of peers sharing a chunk for the leeching sce nario using the random strategy with
no parallel data connections

After the first chunk was distributed among the requesting peers, a peer downloads another chunk and this
chunk spreads in the network like the first one. Later this leads to a situation inwhich nearly all chunks are often
shared. This is the point where the leeching behavior harms the system. If apeer finally downloads this ’starving
chunk’ it has the ’popular chunks’ already, or will get them very fastbecause of the high number of peers sharing
the popular chunks. In both situations it will leave the network shortly after the ’starving chunk’ was downloaded.
Later on, the queues of the initial sources will contain so many peers that every peer reaching the top position will
most likely have the other chunks. As a result, one chunk is shared only bya few peers and required by many
peers which forces them to wait for this final chunk to be transfered. InFigure 6 this least shared chunk is referred
to as ’starving chunk’.

Figure 7 shows the numbers of peers sharing a chunk at a specific time forthe random strategy using four
parallel uploads. At the beginning the influence of the churn is visible as described above. In the first three hours
the shared uplink capacity and the high churn rate arrange for a very slow diffusion of chunks. Only a single chunk
has been distributed, gets less dependent on the churn and spreads in the network. After the first three hours the
other chunks begin to disseminate among the peers. Until the timet = 8h everything seems to work like intended.
At this time the last two chunks start to spread in the network. But one of theserises up while the other decays.
The exponential growth of the sharing peers leads to a situation, where a small difference in the number of sharing
peers leads to a big difference later on. One chunk gets more popular thanthe other. This may be caused by peers
departing due to churn or a group of peers downloading the same chunk.However, one chunk is transferred more
often to peers which already have all other chunks or get their last missingchunk shortly after, which makes them
leave the network. Thus, this chunk is starving. In Figure 7 this chunk is named ’chunk x’. Hence, changing
the number of parallel uploads connot solve the last chunk problem whenapplying the random strategy in this
scenario.
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Figure 7. Number of peers sharing a chunk for the leeching sce nario using the random strategy with
four parallel data connections

On the other hand the slow down in the dissemination of chunks caused by the parallel upload leads to the situ-
ation that the number of peers sharing these last two chunks stays nearly the same for some time. In this situation
the four upload connections strategy gains some advantage compared to theone upload connection strategy. The
peak att = 8h shown in Figure 7, which is not visible in Figure 6, illustrates this difference. But the chaotic
behaviour of the diffusion process with random chunk selection makes it nearly impossible that this situation lasts
for long. After some time there is no qualitative difference between the chunkdisseminations of the two variants
of the random strategy and the last chunk problem occurs in both cases.

6.2.2 Least-Shared-First Strategy

The least-shared-first strategy tries to overcome the last chunk problemby favoring rare chunks. In Figure 8 the
number of sharing peers is visualized for each chunk using at most one upload connection of a serving peer. In
the beginning the different chunks spread equally within the network. Butthey seem to disseminate more slowly.
The number of sharing peers stays much closer together than for the same scenario using random strategy, cf.
Figure 6. This is caused by the fact, that after the first peer has downloaded a chunk from the providing peers,
no other peer requests this chunk until the other chunks are no longer less shared. Nevertheless, if one chunk
is much more frequent than the others, e.g. it was randomly chosen more often than other least-shared chunks
(cf. Section 4.2, then the high number of sharing peers will keep this chunkmore popular than the others. An
example for this is depicted by the ’very popular chunk’ in Figure 8. However the least-shared-first strategy with
one uplink connection can stabilize the number of sharing peers for all the chunks and therefore improves the
download speed.
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Figure 8. Number of peers sharing a chunk for the leeching sce nario using the least-shared-first
strategy variant with one upload connection

Getting back to the initial ”last chunk” problem description, Figure 2 shows the number of peers sharing a part
for the variant with at most four parallel uploads. At the beginning there isonly one chunk which is often shared.
The slow reproduction rate in combination with churn leads to the situation that it takes a long time before some
more peers have a complete copy of a specific chunk. A chunk that is copied several times becomes independent
of the peers churn behavior. Thus such a chunk will start to be reproduced much faster. In Figure 2 this is shown
by the graphs of the different chunks, which rise fast and have gapsbetween the graphs. Thus the same problem
as with the random selection arises. Figure 2 depicts the one causing the lastchunk problem as ’starving chunk’.
It is sparely shared while the others are heavily and equally distributed.

6.2.3 CycPriM Strategy

Figure 9 shows the number of peers sharing one chunk for the CygPriM strategy using one upload connection for
a single simulation run in the leeching scenario. The different chunks spread fast and at the beginning they stay
relative close together. The number of peers sharing one chunk is verydynamic, which is caused by the local
decision of peers. A peer determines independently of other peers the next chunk to be distributed according to its
own, local chunk upload sequence. Unpopular chunks get very popular and vice versa. The most popular chunk is
three times more often shared than the most unpopular one. The system is stable within these parameters. During
the complete simulation no chunk is starving.
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Figure 9. Number of peers sharing a chunk for the leeching sce nario using the CygPriM strategy
variant with one upload connection

The number of shared chunks at the four parallel upload variant is depicted by Figure 10. Initially the number
of shared chunks rises more slowly. This is caused by the partitioning of theupload bandwidth and the slower
reproduction rate of the different chunks. But this also causes that thenumber of chunks changes less after
the beginning. As a result the dissemination of different chunks stays closer together (compare Figure 9 and
Figure 10).
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6.2.4 Consequences on the File Download Time

The consequence of the chunk dissemination on the file download time is shownin this section for the three
cooperation strategies.
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Figure 11. CCDFs of the download time using 1 upload connecti on in leeching scenario

Figure 11 shows the CCDFs of the download time for the three strategies usingone upload connection. The
least-shared-first strategy as well as the CygPriM strategy provide a much faster file transmission than the random
strategy. However, the least-shared-first strategy shows a slightly better performance.

The resulting CCDFs of the download time achieved with the three strategies using four upload connections are
plotted in Figure 12. In the case of four upload connection the download timesof the least-shared-first strategy
is in the same order of magnitude like the one of the random strategy. Both graphs show a slow decay, while
the CygPriM strategy still provides a fast file distribution. Neither the randomstrategy nor the least-shared-first
strategy can prevent the last chunk problem, in particular in the case of four peers served in parallel.

These results demonstrate that the use of a specific cooperation strategy has a big impact of the download
performance in scenarios with a high number of leeching peers. The random strategy shows weaknesses for the
file distribution in the leeching scenario no matter what peer characteristic is assumed. Distributing a file with the
least-shared-first strategy in the leeching scenario can be the fastest way. But therefore it is necessary to use only
a single upload. Again, the CygPriM strategy has proven to be robust against leeching peers and changes of the
number of upload connections. Summarizing, the CygPriM strategy providesshort download times in all cases.
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Figure 12. CCDFs of the download time using four upload conne ctions in leeching scenario

7 Conclusions and Outlook

This contribution analyses the eDonkey-like random chunk strategy, the BitTorrent-like least-shared-first strat-
egy and the proposed CygPriM strategy for chunk dissemination in P2P content distribution networks using MSD.
As performance indicator the user perceived download time and the availability in terms of the number of sharing
peers of a chunk is chosen. It is shown, that in cases where most of thepeers are selfish, i.e. show a leeching
behaviour, the performance of a file distribution P2P network can be significantly improved with an appropriate
cooperation strategy. The detailed chunk distribution analysis demonstrates, that the random chunk strategy suf-
fers from the last chunk problem. Therefore, it can not guarantee a fast file distribution with leeching peers. The
least-shared first strategy overcomes these problems and supports fast file distribution in most cases. However, it
is necessary to prevent changes to the peer characteristic, i.e. restrictthe number of parallel uploads. The proposed
CygPriM strategy is robust against leeching as well as against changesof peer characteristics.

Future work comprises the influence of incentive mechanisms on the system performance. Incentive mecha-
nisms might use other peer selection strategies in order to promote sharing peers and supsend peers that do not
upload data.
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